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This paper discusses the design and fabrication of a novel in-situ fabrication
system for building cladding envelope. The construction industry has utilised
automation in onsite construction for many decades. This research examines how
through the automation process, different construction techniques can be
combined to generate a new system that is both performance and design lead.
Through abstracting generative effects through the design process, the results are
feedback into the fabrication process to construct a more meaningful dialogue
between form, material and fabrication procedure. Using electronic prototyping,
the researchers tested the system through large-scale prototypes. The paper
concludes by discussing the interaction between material and design. We examine
how this is evident in the machine workflow. The article addresses the theme of
the conference through examining a revision of tool in design that embodied
research knowledge for a more sustainable environment.
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INTRODUCTION
Digital fabrication in architecture has predominantly
focused on prefabrication of architecture components and parts due to oﬀ-site manufacturing facilities. In practice, there remain numerous trades and
construction packages that rely on in-situ construction. The use of Single Task Construction Robots
(STCR) in construction dates to the 1970s, with the
Japanese construction industry pioneering the design and application of such systems (Bock & Linner 2016). STCR aims to reduce on-site labour and
improve health and safety in construction environments; Bock and Linner (2016) have outlined the
strength and weakness of STCR for onsite construction. In recent years, there is increasing interest in

in-situ fabrication technologies that mainly utilised
robotic manipulator arm with custom end eﬀector;
from reinforcement technology (Hack et al. 2017) to
on-site brick wall construction (Yuan 2016). These
research is often design-led and questions the role
of technology in the design-to-production workﬂow
as generative design tools; research exploring automated in-situ construction through architectural design remains limited.
This paper discussed the design and fabrication of a novel in-situ fabrication system for building cladding envelope using electronic prototyping
platform, titled FOAM. The researchers designed and
developed a new STCR by adapting current slip casting techniques and explore the use of bespoke Com-
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puter Numeric Controlled (CNC) formwork for the
in-situ casting of Spray Polyurethane Foam (SPF) to
create an insulated cladding system. The research
is conducted through physical prototyping with a
feedback process that informs the design outcome.
Iteration of design and development of workable
mechanical system enable the prototypes to be incrementally improved. The design team observed
the outcome of the system and utilised it to speculate on the potential of the system as a generative design tool for a façade articulation. The paper outlines the mechatronic development of the
systems and discusses the fabrication workﬂow, focusing on the feedback procedure between physical
prototypes and machine behaviour. Here, fabrication workﬂow is understood as an emergent process
whereby the design and fabrication of the machine
start to probe the potential of the device as a building system.
By escaping the pre-set condition of existing
CNC tools (Loh and Leggett 2017), the research reveals design potential latent in the tool making and
designing process, to generate unique aesthetics.
The paper concludes by exploring the design application of the systems on an existing building façade
design through physical prototypes.

BACKGROUND
This research project hybridised three conventional
building systems to develop a new fabrication
methodology. Firstly, fabric casting techniques; an
architectural expression used by Miguel Fisac and
later by Mark West and Kenzo Unno (Veenendaal et
al. 2011). The second building system is slip forming
which is a construction system developed for rapid
concrete casting, primarily used in vertical multistory
concrete structure (Rupasinghe and Nolan 2010). The
formwork typically raises continuously to allow for
continuous pouring of the concrete. Thirdly, the External Thermal Insulation Composite System (ETICS)
is often utilised as an economical way to insulate
buildings in Europe and the UK. The system uses precut polyurethane foam as background material on

which a layer of cement render is applied over the
foam. This is often used to retroﬁt existing building stocks. Research and development in a halogenfree ﬂame retardant compound on ETICS allows the
system to meet European ﬁre standard (Foam-Build,
2017).

Dynamic Formwork for Casting
Casting is one of the most widely used construction
techniques in architecture, consisting of static and
dynamic formwork system (Lloret 2016). In this research, we explore dynamic slip forming technique
where formwork typically raises continuously to allow for continuous pouring of the concrete. A recent
project by Lloret (2016) explores the use of digital
fabrication in conjunction with this technique using
the robotic arm. Traditional static formwork can also
be replaced with fabric to create a complex mould
for casting. This technique was explored by various
researchers (Pedreschi and Chandler 2007, Thomas
2015, Kallegias and Erdine 2015) as well as in commercial applications (Fab-Form, 2016). The appeal of
the system is in its ﬂuid aesthetic quality and the potential to re-use formwork thereby reducing waste in
the mould design. There is a degree of uncontrollability in the formwork and often includes complex
factors, in particular, the stretch of the fabric and its
interaction with the hydrostatic pressure (Yang et al.,
2017). However, there is limited research in the exploration of fabric casting in the development of dynamic formwork system.
While most casting material has been tested and
developed with concrete and plaster, In recent years,
researchers have explored SPF as additive manufacturing techniques, primarily with the use of robotic
manipulator arm; for example, the Print-In Place (PIP)
fabrication techniques developed by Keating et al.
(2017)and research project by New-territories (2018).
The ﬁrst project utilised the insulating property of
the SPF to generate habitable volume while the later
projects explore the aesthetics of the fold and accumulation of the material; both these strategies informed this research. In addition, the project strives
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Figure 1
Left, Machine
Design. Middle, The
Actuator Arm,
Right, Machine
Operating
Parameters

to develop a more controlled means of manipulating
the surface ﬁnish of the SPF while been able to numerically controlled its outcome. To do so, the research utilised slip forming techniques, fabric formwork and SPF as the three main components in the
development of the STCR.

Research Objective
As Adderley et al. (1990) explained, retroﬁtting of existing facade using either external insulation, cavity
insulation or internal insulation can signiﬁcantly improve the energy performance of early 20th-century
facade system; often of poor thermal and acoustic
performance. In this project, we choose to develop
an STCR that enable installation of external insulation on an existing facade. The research focuses on
testing if it is possible to overlay a computationally
driven material strategy on a conventional building
methodology. While the obvious beneﬁt is to improve the environmental performance of the building, our primary interest lies in how emerging workﬂow through the hybridisation of construction system can contribute to emerging design research.

That is to say, the workﬂow is not just performance
but also materially and aesthetically driven.

Design Context
FOAM is the results of a master level design studio
at University of Melbourne under the agenda Machining Aesthetics. Led by the second authors, the
agenda investigate the role of tools and technology
in the design process. For the past two years, we have
been working on a brief to design a “machine” that
can make architecture. Design studio provides a relatively constrains free environment for material experimentation, where architectural conventions could
be questions, revisited and scrutinised. While designer typically focuses on pushing the boundary of
spatial convention, the studio agenda questions the
way we build architecture and explore emerging spatial conventions through fabrication procedure and
its workﬂow.

DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF MACHINE
FOAM is a CNC formwork where SPF is sprayed into
the cavity between the building subtract and an elas-
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tic fabric formwork. It consists of two main components, the casting bed unit and the actuator units as
illustrated in ﬁgure 1.

The actuators unit contains three numerically controlled actuator arms [6]. The purpose of the arm is
to push and stretch the fabric to create pinch point to
the fabric surface. Using custom script in Grasshopper v0.9.1 and Fireﬂy plug-in, the actuators can be
controlled in two axes. The ﬁrst action is a vertical
rotation in the Z plane [A] followed by rotation on
the XY plane with 40 degree rotation [B]. The rotation angle of the end eﬀector informed the thickness
of the form work while the vertical movement allows
the arm to cover a larger surface area. Within these
parameters, the depth of insulation, as well as the topography, can be algorithmically controlled and generated by the designer.
The casting bed unit provides a parameter frame
that acts as the mould for the casting process. It consists of a set of guide rail [1] with linear bearings that
allow the whole actuator unit to slowly moved up
driven by stepper motors [8]. An SPF housing rig [3]
with a nozzle [4] is installed directly above the actuator unit so the foam can be spray into the cavity. The
housing rig is also on a linear track [5] that allows the
platform to spray the foam from one side to another
evenly. Against a substrate, a fabric mesh is lined between the actuator unit and the substrate. The fabric
is tensioned, and the actuator arms exert forces on
the material to create a series of pinch points. EPF is

pump into the cavity between the fabric and the substrate. The fabric mesh is elastic to enable the foam
to expand. It contains the foam within the desirable
formwork. The eﬀect of gravity on the SPF as it cured
and the deformation of the mesh caused by the arm
actuators add further complexity to the system; compounded by the need to maintain a degree of relaxation in the mesh to control the depth of the cast better.
The design of the machine underwent three iterations of prototyping and reﬁnement before the current machine is tested to produce a 1:1 scale construction prototype, see Figure 2. The iteration process allows the system to be reﬁned and calibrated
to ensure the pivoting arm actuator apply suﬃcient
force to the fabric to act as a mould for the SPF.

Generative Eﬀects
The design team digitally stimulate the making procedure to predict the resulting form. Through physical material experiment, the team soon realise that
the dimple eﬀect on the surface which create negative curvature surface not only acts as a control device for the system but also produces a residue ﬂow
line that allows for a more seamless transition of the
geometry across the surface. This becomes the primary generator for the design of the facade. Here,
the design is reduced to a series of spline curves
which matches with the motion of the actuator arms,
as illustrated in Figure 3. The design of the device
and the surface analysis took place concurrently to
inform the trajectory of motions required for the actuator arm.

Procedure of FOAM
FOAM operates on the outer facade of a building as
discussed in 2.2. Figure 4 shows the procedure of
deploying FOAM. Before stimulating the design, the
existing façade or substrate is digitally scanned and
modelled in detail. Tool paths are generated based
on mapping process along the vertical plane of the
façade [Stage 1]. This process is calculated based on
two elements. Firstly, the arm actuators and the tool
paths vector along the mesh surface [Stage 2A]. Sec-
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Figure 2
Left, 1:1 scale
prototype with
FOAM machine.
Right, actuator unit
of FOAM

Figure 3
Left, contour
analysis of a sample
surface. Middle,
spline line
generation of the
surface. Right,
resulting outcome.

Figure 4
Procedure in using
FOAM

ondly, the pneumatic force acting on the mesh by
the expansion foam; this is simulated in Kangaroo
Physics [Stage 2B]. Based on these two criteria, the
tension on the mesh fabric negotiated the two forces
and controlled the overall geometry of the SPF. The
construction process utilised the algorithmic procedure to provide data and information for the operation of FOAM [Stage 3]. At this stage, the design team

is faced with the question of how to align subsequent
segments of the cast to ensure a smooth transition
between casts.

Algorithmic Workﬂow and Digital MatchUp
From the above procedure, the design team designed and structured a workﬂow that could be ap-
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Figure 5
Iterative design
workﬂow on
building scale.

ply to a larger façade, ﬁgure 5 illustrates the design
workﬂow. The façade surface [5-A] is subdivided into
chunks or part for analysis [5-B]. The procedure described in 3.2 is deployed to extract the tool calibration and toolpath for FOAM [5-C]. When the cast is
complete, the part is digitally scanned [5-D]. The next
segment is digitally aligned to the scanned segment
in a procedure we called digital match-up [5-E]. This
information is feedback into the primary design and
the geometry is updated.
The above workﬂow suggests that the system
has a potential to implement a live digital matchup process. Using 3d Scanning technology as a
method of testing formwork accuracy, the uncontrollable pneumatic nature of SPF is required to be iteratively scanned and test against the designed form.
The machine design workﬂow integrates the digital match-up process as a live feedback loop dur-

ing the additive manufacturing process to compensate for the uncontrolled nature of SPF. Five Iterations
of prototypes were tested during the 12 week period. In the ﬁnal prototype illustrated in Figure 2, the
pre-determined form has a tolerance of 50mm @ 1:1
scale . This necessitates a digital -match-up process
to adjust for accumulative error, which potentially results in a progressive deviation from the initial design
form. In order to correct this, a scan result of the ﬁrst
sequence is used to inform the subsequent segments
above.

Veriﬁcation of results
Through the prototyping process, we observed that
the current digital design modelling and simulation
software allows us to model pneumatic forms in a
digitally controlled environment. This does not account for environmental factors such as gravity, am-
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Figure 6
Surface Analysis of
3D Scanned Foam

bient temperature to name a few. This results in the
inconsistencies between the initial design and resulting form. These variables may be extremely complex as chemical processes require further analysis
outside the scope of this paper. However, a postconstruction process of scanning and analysis is feasible in order to compensate for the deviation.
A localised segment of the façade design is fabricated using the above techniques. The physical
model is digitally scanned and compared to the
pneumatically simulated model. Figure 6 shows the
comparison of the two geometries and the surface
deviation.

Design and material interaction
The element of uncontrollability is a design challenge
for on-site construction. The continuous evolution of
design in this case study proves challenging precisely
because the form is not settled until the material is
cured and formwork is removed. It creates a condition in which the ﬁnalised form is a dialogue between
iteratively modiﬁed material layers and the designed
geometry. This procedure is enabled through the algorithmic workﬂow, where the calculation and feedback analysis of the scan data becomes part of the

design parameters. As such, the algorithmic digital
match-up process negotiates the problems of accumulative error by the material against the predetermined form created by the designer. Here, the design process is embedded in the algorithmic script
whereby the tension between uncontrollability of
material strategies such as the ﬂow lines, openings
and dimples is retained through the digital match-up
procedure.
The procedure is tested against a speculative design project; a 12 storey building in the city of Melbourne. The existing 1920s neo-classical exterior
façade is used as building substrate for FOAM. Figure
7 illustrated the deployment procedure. The STCR is
hung on the façade acting as slip formwork slowly
raised to capture the continuous injection of EPS. The
construction process is a cyclical procedure in which
the façade design was updated concurrently with the
re-cladding process.

CONCLUSION
FOAM hybridise three construction system to form
a unique fabrication methodology. The process of
integrating construction process informed the machine design, thereby reorganising the traditional
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Figure 7
Speculative
deployment of
FOAM on an
existing façade

workﬂow of architectural design from concept to fabrication. This research suggests a more cohesive
research method in digital manufacturing that incorporates interdisciplinary workﬂow blending construction procedures, thermal performance, hydrodynamic and architectural quality in the STCR. The
machine is evidence of a systemic revision of design
method and tool in research which remap design
methodology to construction practice.
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